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It's another 2016 Super Tuesday, another combat clinch.  Like the last two Tuesdays and the 

next three months of Tuesdays, it’s gonna be Trump running toward Clinton: two candidates on a 
collision course with the rest of us rooting ring-side.  Every election since college, I’ve voted a bright 
blue ticket, all the way done.  It’s rote by now: a faith built on the progressive body politic; 
Democrat inertia.  I’ve got all the flexibility of an avalanche. 

The 2000 Presidential election kicked the boulder downhill.  It was the middle of my college 
career and we were all home on break.  The Primaries had already whistled by, and Bush V. Gore 
rattled in my liberal brain like pebbles in a jar.  Every debate was a titanic battle of good versus evil, 
constriction vs liberation.  My Midwestern friends held court for every debate: we scrummed 
together to scream at the tv, at eachother, out the windows in a democratic orgy.  Roy and Laura 
had shacked up by that point, and their pad was ground-zero.  The apartment was cramped, reeked 
of unfiltered litter, and was caked in adolescence.  We left the fifth floor balcony door wide open to 
whisk away the smell of unkempt cats and carry our voices across suburban Chicago.  The 
apartment belched out ammonia, and sucked in the cold October night. 

I arrived late, reeking of cloves, Boones Farm tucked hazardously into trenchcoat pockets.  
Nate had arrived early, of course.  His plaid button-up two buttons down, sleeves rolled up the 
elbows.  A case of whatever-was-on-sale cracked and chilled in his hand.  He and Roy noodled the 
Bushism of the week, their heads close and conspiratorial.  They considered themselves enlightened 
economists: only so much to go around; tax is theft.  I sidled up to Laura and we sneered at their 
fascism.  She and I played at philosopher kings: Platonic Uprights dispensing wisdom from the 
Fountain-top.   

This wasn’t our first rodeo, so we pre-partied the evening like pros.  We were half in the bag 
before we even tuned into the debate.  By the time Jim Lehrer started his second round of questions, 
we'd finished our stash and were to the “throwing pillows and slurs” stage of the evening.  We 
kvetched, we belched, we cursed in proto-English into the wee hours.  All of us were, at one time or 
another, college roomies.  Nate and I did a freshman semester sitting quietly in a studious dorm-
room; Roy and I couch-surfed through four bachelor pads over a bleary Sophomore binge.  Laura 
had tried to hook up with me at a party earlier that year, but the morning found her chatting with 
Roy on the porch-steps.  The pull of college-gravity entangled our orbits and that mighty vortex held 
us in screaming laughter at every debate.  In our liberal-arts aires, we were the swelling heart of the 
campus electorate.  We were continually right: the idiocy of the world astounded sensibility.   

By the final hour, our tankards uptipped, the talking heads were left to their own devices and 
we wound complexities of the world between our thrashing fingers.  Nate and I were point-by-point 
undressing eachother’s arguments, stripping meaning to bare bones.  He would stand and stomp the 
floor to punch his point, jeans and sneakers flecked with beer foam.  “It’s just anoth—another way 
to control…” he’d lose his place.  I’d prompt him “¡you’re just wrong!  He’s not saying shitall about-
- uh, ¡about that!”  I would leap onto the couch arm, tucking legs under me, and flail the air – 
feverishly sucking off my cigarette.  I’d stab at issues, scattering burning embers; he’d flail his arms 
like a field-goal scoring referee.   

The argument bobbed and dipped, rolling through illogical chop like cork in a storm.  Roy 
and Laura had long ago retired to necking on the couch (they'd later drop out of college, have a 
lovely child, and carry on with their lives blissfully free of either Nate or me).  The pushing started 
around then, our hullaballo often ended in a tussle.  Nate and I grappled into an upturned chair and 
fell onto the couch, disrupting our host’s snog.  Next moment, Roy and Laura yelled their way back 
to their bedroom and shut the door.  Slammed the door.  Dropped a sock over the door in no 



uncertain terms.  Nate and I were left in a fuzzy, panting, drunken democratic haze.  We listened to 
the tv murmur post-debate punditry.  

Perhaps I suggested a cigarette, or a walk, or both, but we, tittering and teetering, tippled 
down five flights to the complex pool.  It was past 2 in the morning.  Submarine pool-lights 
flickered over gentle water.  Climbing over the “Closed by 10” sign, we sucked in chlorine and 
hunkered down in deckchairs.  For a spell, we floated in poolside inebriation.  The pool pump 
sighed lightly as the world spun slowly about.  By and by, a siren's song rolled over us.  Such calls are 
alive and virile in the young mind, though lost now to my middle-year ears.  It makes no matter who 
first cautioned the idea, but it grew deep in our eager booze-fueled bodies.  Standing, toes just over 
the edge, we stared into the blue on blue ripples – a warbling “13ft” beckoning from the depths. 

I was high into the air and crashed heel-sharp into the pool, arms tight to my side.  My jeans 
twisted into my crotch and black long-sleeved shirt wrapped around my head as I fell down through 
the water until my heels beat against the deep; flexing my knees I didn’t push off the bottom – just 
let my arms float out.  Focused on the swelling breath in my chest, the building burn; I fought the 
surface-drive, my arms waved airward holding me against the bottom; mounting pain in my ears and 
eyes.  My body went slack was gently lead back to the surface; clear chemical water parted around 
my ears and the base tones of underwater lapping rose to gentle ripples.  I broke the surface.  Drew 
a breath.  I tipped my head to the sky and listened to an inebriated world in a deep hush.   

Silence drew my attention, and I paddled a circle looking for Nate.  He was across in the 
shallows, slipping foot by foot into the pool; light splashing across his naked chest.  Nate had a long-
keel to his life.  He set a course in the morning and ran it true through gales and sunshine.  He took 
more time in his academic plod toward a theology doctorate than a bevy of surgical specialists, but 
each class followed each inexorable step.  The slow accumulation of pressure and time.  Nate’s body 
disappeared up to the neck and he floated toward the deep end, his clothes a forgotten pile on the 
cement deck.  Less than a hand-span, he stopped and buoyancy drew him belly-up to the sky.  
Knees and nose exposed, he wordlessly floated. 

My heavy jeans dragged at me, but I managed, kicking time to time, to stay aloft.  Our breath 
misted and linked over the water.  He reached out toward me; his fingertips grazing the flesh above 
my elbow.  His arm rose out of the water, droplets sheeting in even waterfalls.  A single finger 
extending toward a light crescent moon, lounging just beyond the rooftops.  From my vantage, his 
nail fit into the rim, a nimbus of chalk.  I reached up and touched his finger.  The dim underwater 
glow waved in procession across his arm and disappeared into the black folds of my shirt.   

His arm dropped.  The slap of water clattered over concrete and flattened against the 
complex. 

We crawled out before long.  He shuffled into his dry underwear and pants; me out of my 
wet shoes and socks.  It wasn’t a long stretch back to the parking lot, where we sat on the hood of 
my '92 Firebird, a loaner from my dad while I was in town.  Nate was crashing on Roy and Laura’s 
couch, but I still had an hour drive back to my parent's.  I mentioned Denny’s, but neither of us had 
any cash.  He said he’d take the floor if I wanted to stay.  He’d give me the couch.  I just shook my 
head without looking him in the face.  Leaning back against the American car, I felt cold steel chill 
my legs.  A march of gooseflesh rippled down Nate’s shoulders to his wrists.   

A few silent moments in the night and we said our goodbyes.  His hairless back receded 
across the parking lot and then disappeared behind the complex door. My pants dripped a wet circle 
around my feet and I shivered a moment before getting into my car and starting up the engine.  I left 
the window down as I pulled onto the highway, rocky wind pounding a timpani across my ears and 
face. 


